MASTERS OF ARTS IN TEACHING SPANISH

Whether you are new to the language, on your second year and considering a major, or already working on your Spanish major, you should know that Tufts University offers a Masters of Arts in Teaching of Spanish (for grades K-12)

―

Teaching is a truly rewarding career, and there is a high demand for Spanish Teachers in our area and across the US.

To know more about the program or hear about successful Tufts alumni please contact:

Prof. Juliana Berte
Department of Romance Studies
Liaison to the Department of Education for Spanish Teacher Certification
Juliana.Berte@tufts.edu
Olin Center Office 220

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM

―

10-12 CREDITS: 8 COURSES THROUGH THE DEPT. OF ED. AND 2-4 COURSES IN SPANISH (AND/OR HISPANIC CULTURE) OF THE 100 LEVEL

―

ONE YEAR AND TWO SUMMERS (INCLUDING ONE YEAR OF PRACTICUM AT A PARTNER SCHOOL)

―

PERSONAL WORK WITH PROFESSORS, ADVISORS, AND MENTORS AT THE DEPT. OF ROMANCE STUDIES, THE DEPT. OF EDUCATION AND THE SCHOOLS WHERE CANDIDATES ARE TEACHING.